Extending the life of your

ORACLE FORMS AND EBS INVESTMENTS
USING MICROSERVICES

BE AGILE, GET CONNECTED, GO MOBILE

Executive Summary
In today’s digital world, enterprises need to find a way to adapt major applications to mobility.
Oracle Forms / EBS applications are back office systems that customers have invested years and
millions of dollars developing, however they are not readily agile or available on mobile devices.
Using Auraplayer would allow customers to create mobile apps quickly and inexpensively, thereby
extending the life and value of these investments.

We Need an Agility Revolution
Agility is now the mainstay of market competitiveness in business and in Information Technology
“IT”. As mobile and smart devices become the primary channels of business operations, we are
seeing a shift in how organizations deliver applications to cater to these audiences, as well as the
speed at which they must deliver. To illustrate, in the past ordering a pizza was simple: you would
call an 800 number, place an order, and pay by cash when the delivery person arrived.
Today a shopper can order a pizza using their phone, TV remote, Twitter account, Facebook or
computer. That buyer is then able to pay using their phone, credit card or other mobile payment,
and choose how and when it should arrive. They can even see the status of the order at each step
in the process. The speed at which these interlinked services operate is crucial. Leading to endless
possibilities of systems, various devices, and user experience platforms that all need to work
together independently, separately and harmoniously. This type of user experience and agile sales
process is why we have seen the rise of the microservice architecture.
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Connect to Anything, Anywhere, Any time
Microservices are the evolution of best practice principles that enable interoperation and
communication between systems. A “microservice: is a flexible, independently deployable
software service; it encapsulates a core business functionality that can be coordinated
simultaneously with others, but operates completely as a single unit. Microservices were born from
the need to build a network of services to communicate with each other to accomplish an end goal
from a myriad of systems, irrespective of the underlying technology. Today, a corporation's survival
relies on achieving this agility, flexibility, and integration. IT managers are now challenged to
design this microservice architecture to keep peace with this new world while still trying to
leverage their existing back - office and legacy systems.

So Much Value, So Little Access!
Unleashing Oracle Forms / EBS
Unfortunately most major enterprises, have not succeeded in implementing a microservice
architecture despite the incredible benefits because their business logic is “trapped” in their
back-office legacy systems. This challenge is due to the very nature of the development
environment. In most Oracle Forms / EBS applications, the application code is completely
interlocked with the user interface, unlike more modern development technologies, where the
presentation layer is separated from the business logic and data layer. In Forms / EBS, separating
out the way the screen looks from the function it performs is a daunting task, such that if it can be
achieved, it take years and sometimes millions of dollars. But it is this “decoupling” of the business
logic from the user interface that will allow organizations to “future proof” these applications and
achieve the agility they need.
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Unlock Your Oracle Forms / EBS
Business Logic
Oracle Forms / EBS customers are now at a crossroads. They know they must begin to adopt a
microservices architecture to remain competitive and grow in the new mobile / iOT world. So they
question how should they proceed? So should they throw away decades of development and start
over? Should they purchase new, out-of-the-box applications and spend another decade
customizing them?
Even if they were to start over what technology would they choose? If the past ten years have
shown us anything it’s that the software industry is changing so rapidly that we can barely keep
up. Ten years ago people were converting Forms to Java Swing. Swing has since been deprecated.
Five years ago everyone was using J2EE and JSP pages. Since then the market has moved on to
Javascript / HTML5 / NodeJS and low / no code development environments based on API’s. Think
about it, even 3 years ago mobile was nowhere near the platform it is today and now there are so
many options to choose from. Who can predict which ones will still be relevant and supported a
couple of years from now?
This is the legacy - digital transformation challenge and this is where the concept of microservices
can help. If we could enable our existing environments and investments to stay agile as API’s then
at any time we could plug in new user interfaces without needing to redevelop our entire
application. We could remain dynamic and flexible to the deliberate nature of IT. Think of it as a
series of software development “Legos” that can be used independently or combined to perform
specific business functions. The functionality process of the form could remain constant while the
look and feel could be changed as needed by simply “unplugging” it and replacing it with a newer
model on the same backend API.
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The Art of the Possible:
“ W h at if you could mo b i li ze any Oracle
Forms / EBS busin ess p ro ces s , wi tho ut
c h a n gin g or addin g a single li ne of co de? ”
-Grant Ronald, Director of Product Management Oracle

Our challenge then becomes how we take the Forms / EBS applications and create API’s from the
existing business functions. So as described above, they can act as independent business processes
that can be plugged into any user interface or many user interfaces or even integrated with other
systems running silently. So now an Oracle Forms / EBS customer can enter the next generation of
user interfaces, mobility, and agile systems development, while leveraging their existing underlying
systems and structures. That’s the promise of the digital transformation, and that’s where AuraPlayer’s
potential will be realized.

Getting From Here to There
This image shows one example of an old Oracle Form (“Before”) and the mobile app (“After”) that
mobile users can now use to perform their tasks in the field. However both application use the same
back - office application. One runs it as a webservice via Auraplayer and one on the desktop with the
regular Oracle Forms application.
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Auraplayer: An Innovative Approach to
Turn Your Forms Into Microservices
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AuraPlayer is a completely new approach to this digital challenge. With AuraPlayer companies don't
need to think of how to get rid of their years and millions of dollars of investment, they can instead
focus on how to bring that core business logic and processes into the next generation. Companies
don't need to reinvent the wheel by migrating or reverse engineering their Forms systems, since
AuraPlayer’s solution leverages your existing, stable systems by “wrapping” the existing business
logic as services. This service can then run from a mobile device, a webpage, or a smart device
achieving the best of both worlds. The robust business logic, developed over years, runs in the
background coupled with a next generation look and feel and a significantly enhanced user
experience. This Award-Winning, innovative solution is able to automatically wrap Oracle Forms /
EBS business logic as a services while your production systems remain untouched. AuraPlayer is
brilliant in its simplicity: It allows users to record a specific business process using a web-based
toolbar. Thus, any scenario running in Forms / EBS today can become a REST / SOAP / JSON service
in minutes that can be accessed remotely, via web or mobile. In essence it is AuraPlayer that enabled
you to separate the visual screen or user interface from the application business functions and
validations, allowing customers to enter the microservices world while leveraging their existing
investments. In addition, this facilitates a new, modern user experience, more attuned to and able to
take advantage of today’s cutting edge platforms and devices. With AuraPlayer, you have the best
of both worlds: the robust complexity of your “back-office”, with a next generation user experience.
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AuraPlayer: How the Magic Happens
AuraPlayer uses these three simple steps to make it possible for companies to extend thier
existing systems into customizable API’s.

Record
Oracle Forms/
EBS use cases

The user accesses the AuraPlayer toolbar (installed

Enable business processes

the existing Oracle Forms / EBS System, they

via AuraPlayer’s recording

simply perform the tasks they wish to perform on

toolbar.

a mobile device. Any field where text is entered

on your server or in the cloud) and captures /
records the use case they wish to modernize. In

during the recording will be captured as an input
parameter, while any text that was selected, or
mouse-focused will be designated as output
parameters. (In addition, one can select to capture
the entire screen as output parameters by
selecting the “capture parameters” button on the
toolbar). This scenario will then be saved as a
Once the new “service” is created, you
can manage the service using the
AuraPlayer Service Console in the
following way:

Edit and conﬁgure the Service
parameters including making
ﬁelds visible / hidden, changing
the titles and datatypes, etc.

microservice and can be run as an independent
business function.

Test the Service to ensure
it returns the correct data
and performs the business
function desired.

Automatically generate HTML
test pages to call the
Services, including input and
response forms
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Create a Prototype App:
Automatically generate an HTML Prototype
application based on the Service you have created.

A prototype App can be built based on the recorded microservices with the click of a button. The
AuraPlayer Visualizer creates a JQuery mobile prototype application to call the Service you just
created. This can include forms for insert, query, and output as defined by the user. This prototype
application can then be used for user acceptance testing to ensure that the data and business
processes are running as expected. This creates a fully functional mobile application including a
CSS stylesheet and Javascript validations.
After prototype generation is complete this application can then be exported and extended using
any HTML5 / JavaScript development tool for further development and enrichment of the app. The
tool is a great way to kick-start the development process and get a head start on the plumbing
aspects of the app generation. (Having said that, remarkably, we have had customers who just use
the “prototype” app in production without doing any additional development!)
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Call the Service from any Mobile or
Web development technology
Once Services are created in AuraPlayer, the services can be called from any rapid mobile / web
development tool or be used for integration projects as microservices from any service infrastructure
solution. At runtime the secure Auraplayer Server will silently play back the Oracle Forms / EBS
business process. The AuraPlayer Server will support any third-party applications (such as Oracle
Mobile Cloud Service, J2EE / Java, JQuery, Ionic, Xamrin, NET, HTML5 / JavaScript, Command Line,
web and mobile applications) that can call these services from any location that can connect to the
AuraPlayer server. This process allows silent and seamless integration of the Oracle Forms / EBS
business processes and data parameters with a myriad of other more modern technologies.

Re-face instead of Replace!
We know how hard it can be to take the first step toward Modernization. So let us do the heavy
lifting! Now you can wow everyone and begin modernization without taking any risk. Show your
line-of-business managers, and executive teams just how fast and easy it is to re-face Oracle Forms
/ EBS to web and mobile for a fraction of the cost and time. Contact us to begin a trial, and see a
glimpse into your future with microservices. Once you see the results, you will be ready to move
forward boldly. We look forward to speaking with you.

Find Out More About AuraPlayer

About AuraPlayer
AuraPlayer transforms any back-end

Join the conversation
http://twitter.com/auraplayer

data source, legacy or cloud

Visit our website
http://www.auraplayer.com

mobile application or Chatbot in

Learn more
http://www.linkedin.com/company/auraplayer

AuraPlayer’s mission is to provide

View our demos
https://www.youtube.com/user/adminoraplayer

enable Oracle customers to protect,

Contact us
AuraPlayer at info@auraplayer.com

their business data to maximize

application to any digital experience,

minutes WITHOUT redevelopment.

flexible, real-time solutions that

integrate, modernize and manage

efficiency and profit.
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